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\ Steam Power 2,000 Years Ago -~ ~z::;;:(((_Q)~~~ ~ r--~---S-T--EAM-ENGINE j 

The MACHINE that Puts STEAM TO WORK -
The Story of the Steam-engine from Hero of Alexa1~dria to Jantes Watt and Our 
Own Day- -How a Lazy b11tt Inge11ious Lad H elped D evelop It-What "Horse

power .,' ... o/I eans How the S tea11~-e1~gi11e W o.rks 
TEAM-ENGINE. The steam-engine is a 

steam into mechanical work, and thus belongs 
to the class of devices called heat engines. 
Other forms of heat engine are the gas-engine 
and the hot-air engine, devices for turning the 
heat of exploding gas mixtures, or of expanding 
hot air, into mechanical work. Instances of 
steam being employed to do work date back 
to the 2nd century B.o., when Hero of Alex .. 
andria devised several forms of steam apparatus. 

The beginning of the modern steam-engine 
was in the water-raising engine of Thomas 
Sa very in 1698. In this the steam acted directly 
on the water to be raised. The first cylinder and 
piston steam-engine was made by Papin, who 
in 1705 improved on Savery's engine. 

Newcomen's Atmospheric Engine 
In the same year Thomas Newcomen made 

a piston engine which more nearly approached 
our modern form. It was, as its name implied, 
an atmospheric engine. The piston, working 
in a cylinder, was connected by a chain with 
one end of an overhead beam. Steam admitted 
from the boiler to the cylinder allowed the 
piston to be raised by a heavy counterpoise 
hung from the other end of the beam. Then 
the valve was shut and the steam in the cylinder 
condensed by a jet of cold water. This left 
a vacuum in the cylinder and the piston was 
forced down by the pressure of the atmosphere, 
and work was done by lifting a pump-rod 
fastened to the other end of the beam. 

The story goes that a lazy ingenious boy 
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named Humphrey Potter, who had been set 
to turn the valve, made the engine close and 
open its own valves by means of cords, and 
thus invented the first automatic valve-gear. 

The modern steam-engine is due to James 
Watt (see Watt, James), an instrument-maker 
for the University of Glasgow. Watt's great 
advances were: (1) condensing the steam in 
a separate vessel called the condenser, thus 
keeping the cylinder hot ; (2) adding an air
pump to help to maintain the vacuum of the 
cylinder and remove the condensed steam ; 
(3) jacketing the cylinder to prevent cooling
off by conduction and radiation ; (4) making 
the engine double-acting, that is, forcing the 
piston back not by the atmosphere but by 
steam admitted at the other end of the cylinder ; 
and (5) using the steam expansively in other 
words, stopping the admission o£ steam when 
the piston had made only a part of its stroke, 
and allowing the rest of the stroke to be per
formed by the expansion of the steam already 
in the cylinder. 

Other [nventions of James Watt 
Watt also invented a number of important 

details, such as the throttle valve for regulating 
the admission of steam~ the centrifugal governor, 
the indicator for studying the actions in the 
cylinder, and, in conjunction with Murdoch, 
the slide valve for controlling the admission 
and release of steam. He also patented the 
device of two or more successive cylinders on one 
engine, or the modern compound engine plan, 
which is used in all large engines where economy 
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Vertical-tube Boiler (on left), and Cylinder, Piston and Slide Valve. 
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